Floor lamp providing diffused light. Internal structure in steel. Cocoon diffuser coated on the structure with transparent protection at the end of the manufacturing process. Base in injection printed ABS. Frieze in silk-screened glass placed at the top end of the reflector obtained by spinning. The ON/OFF functions of the two light sources are by means of dual pedal switch mounted on power cable. The fluorescent tube can be dimmed, conserving the memory of the last setting before turn-off. The second button turns on/off the top lamp for the projection of the decorative frieze on the ceiling. Power cable of useful length 285 cm.

**Technical Specifications**

**Chrysalis**  
by Marcel Wanders, 2011

**Mounting**  
Floor

**Environment**  
Indoor

**Weight**  
13.5 Kg

**Light sources available**  
1 x 60W GY 6 12V HSGS 1650lm 2700K [i] cod. RF19578 + 1 x 80W G5 T5 6450lm 2700K [i] cod. RF20767 Dimmable

**Emergency**  
Without

**Voltage**  
230-240V

**Power**  
1x MAX 65W + 1x 80W

**Battery**  
No

**Supply included**  
Yes

**Materials**  
Cocoon, Glass, Steel

**Colors**  
F1670009 - Cocoon

**Certificate**  
[Image of certification mark]